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Towards Silicon-based Longwave Integrated Optoelectronics (LIO) 
 

Richard Soref 
 

Air Force Research Laboratory, Sensors Directorate, AFRL/RYHC 
80 Scott Drive, Hanscom Air Force Base, MA 01731 USA 

Richard.Soref@hanscom.af.mil 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

The vision of longwave silicon photonics articulated in the Journal of Optics A, vol. 8, pp 840-848, 2006 has 
now come into sharper focus. There is evidence that newly designed silicon-based optoelectronic circuits will 
operate at any wavelength within the wide 1.6 to 200 μm range. Approaches to that LWIR operation are 
reviewed here. A long-range goal is to manufacture LWIR OEIC chips in a silicon foundry by integrating 
photonics on-chip with CMOS, bipolar, or BiCMOS micro-electronics.. A principal LWIR application now 
emerging is the sensing of chemical and biological agents with an OE laboratory-on-a-chip.  Regarding on-chip 
IR sources, the hybrid evanescent-wave integration of III-V interband-cascade lasers and quantum-cascade 
lasers on silicon (or Ge/Si) waveguides is a promising technique, although an alternative all-group-IV solution 
is presently taking shape in the form of silicon-based Ge/SiGeSn band-to-band and inter-subband lasers.  There 
is plenty of room for creativity in developing a complete suite of LWIR components. Materials modification, 
device innovation, and scaling of waveguide dimensions are needed to implement microphotonic, plasmonic 
and photonic-crystal LWIR devices, both active and passive.  Such innovation will likely lead to significant LIO 
applications. 
 

 
1.  INTRODUCTION 

 
Portions of the very wide infrared (IR) spectrum are usually described by the terms “near”, “mid”, “long”, “far” and 
“Terahertz”, but in this paper I shall adopt the shorthand “longwave” to represent all five of those regions-- because I 
want to discuss a new silicon-based technology that applies to the entire “near-to-Thz” range.   This technology consists 
primarily of an active waveguided optical network on a silicon chip, a chip that can couple readily (edgewise or at 
normal incidence) to light beams traveling in IR fibers or in free space.  There is plenty of work to be done in this new 
longwave area because a complete suite of on-chip components does not exist.  Innovation, sometimes radical, is 
required to create the components and to integrate them. Optoelectronic integration on Si is a key driver of this new 
technology, as it is in the telecomm area.  For that reason, I would like to introduce the acronym LIO to represent this 
thrust into Longwave Integrated Optoelectronics. This paper is organized in sections that cover background 
considerations, potential applications, proposed approaches, sensing signatures, component integration and suggested 
chip architectures. 

2.  BACKGROUND DISCUSSION 
 
The prior LIO art consists mainly of longwave camera chips which are focal-plane imaging arrays joined with readout 
integrated circuits.  Those LIOs couple to free space and don’t use any waveguides. Although the waveguided LIOs 
proposed in this paper have never been constructed, there are strong reasons for creating them: (1) low cost, size, 
weight, and power consumption, (2) high reliability and ruggedness, (3) low optical losses and low electrical parasitics, 
(4) on-chip sampling of gases, liquids and bio agents, (5) complex longwave functions performed by the on-chip 
network, (6) adaptable sensing using intelligent electronics, (7) inexpensive Foundry integration of 2D or 3D active-
and-passive longwave components, (8) silicon-foundry layered interconnection of CMOS or BiCMOS with photonics to 
provide the necessary drive, control and readout of the longwave network.   

The 2005 vision of LIO articulated in Reference 1 has now come into sharper focus. This vision calls for a new 
range of platforms for chemical and biological sensing, active imaging, medical diagnostics, environmental monitoring, 
process control and secure communications.  LIO will impact platforms presently limited by cost, size, weight, power 
and ruggedness.  Examples of such platforms in a military context are unmanned aerial vehicles, man-portable and 
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ground-based systems, satellite and vehicle-borne platforms. Commercial examples include: portable chemical-analysis 
labs and portable illuminator-imagers.  

  Some of the key technical objectives are to demonstrate: (1) foundry manufacturing (2) parts per billion 
sensing within important wavelength bands, (3) cost-effective lab-on-a-chip with integral drive, control, computation 
and readout.  One technical LIO challenge is to demonstrate integration of multispectral or tunable lasers and detectors 
in the silicon photonics layer(s) with application-specific CMOS-or-bipolar circuitry. The photonics can use, for 
example, microbolometers and III-V photodetectors as well as III-V interband cascade and quantum cascade lasers 
evanescently coupled to silicon.  Photonics constructed from III-V semiconductors certainly competes with silicon 
photonics in the longwave region, as it does at 1550 nm. Indeed, it will be quite feasible to construct a longwave 
photonic integrated circuit made entirely of III-V materials.  However, in the realm of electronic-and-photonic 
integration, the creation of III-V optoelectronic circuits will be more challenging than the manufacture of silicon LIO 
because the integration of III-V transistors with photonics is more difficult.  That is an advantage of Si LIO. 

The index contrast in 1.55 μm SOI waveguides is generally larger than that found in 1.55 μm III-V 
heterostructure waveguides, although at λ > 4 μm  where SOI induces too much attenuation (where Ge/Si is preferred), 
the contrast advantage of Si disappears.  Why then do I prefer silicon-based LIO over III-V LIO, and what are silicon's 
benefits?  Two advantages come to mind.  The first is the much lower cost of Si LIO (per chip) in high-volume 
production. (This is based upon the huge Si infrastructure and the larger-than-GaAs/InP silicon substrates).  The second 
is the much larger scale-of-integration for Si CMOS compared to III-V electronics (the silicon circuits will have higher 
functionality). 

LIO does, however, have a "real estate" problem. The photonic-device length and the waveguide cross-section 
dimensions scale with wavelength, meaning that longwave photonics requires much more area than telecomm 
photonics. Also, the mismatch between transistor area and photonic-device area becomes larger as the wavelength 
increases. Nevertheless, LIO components have micrometer dimensions, or at worst, lengths of a millimeter or two, and a 
silicon die has centimeter(s) scale. 
 

3.  THE IMMEDIATE AND POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF LIO 
 
I would like to discuss LIO applications using “short wave” applications as a reference. I list the 1550 nm, 1310 nm and 
850 nm applications of silicon optoelectronics in a forthcoming online article2 as follows: (1) interconnects: send-and-
receive transceivers for broadband core-, metro- and access-networks (fiber to the home, internet box, Ethernet LAN, 
FTTX); transceivers for supercomputers, high performance computers, enterprise networks, and data centers (active 
cables as computer patch cords; optical interconnects for cabinet to cabinet, board to board, chip to board and chip to 
chip); transceivers for avionic–automotive-shipboard communication and control links; transceivers for microwave 
photonics (optical control of a phased-array antennas); nano-transceivers for intra-chip communications and 
electrooptically switched (reconfigured) optical networks. (2) sensors: infrared spectrometer-on-a-chip;  photonic 
laboratory-on-a-chip for sensing chemical and biological agents; lab-on-a-chip for environmental monitoring or process 
control or medical diagnosis. (3) signal processing: wireless hand-held multi-function “phone-like” device; optical 
time-delay beam-steerer for a phased-array microwave antenna; RF-optical receivers for RF spectrum analysis, ultrafast 
analog-to-digital converters; reconfigurable wavelength-division multiplexers and demultiplexers; reconfigurable 
optical filters; electronic warfare processors; photonically enhanced microwave and millimeter-wave circuits; optical 
buffer memories; electrooptical logic that operates on phase-coherent light beams; quantum communication-
cryptography-metrology-computing; photonic testing of electronic ICs; bionic signal processors; neural network 
processors; data-fusion chips using inputs from several sensors. (4) imaging: focal-plane-array imager with integral 
readout, infrared-to-visible image converter chip, (5) displays:  chip-scale electrooptical display with integral scanning, 
(6) energy conversion: highly efficient group IV photovoltaic solar cells with integral signal processing-- perhaps with 
thin-film supercapacitors for energy storage. (7) illumination:  efficient group IV solid-state lighting devices. (8) 
optical storage:  read/write chips for ultradense CDs and atom-scale memories (9)  gaming: ultrafast graphic 
computation chips for Nintendo and Playstation. 

Turning now to longwave applications, I have three comments: (1) LIO is not truly appropriate for the 
displays, energy conversion, illumination, storage, and gaming listed above, (2) There are several unique, longwave-
specific applications that are not on this shortwave list. (3) Most LIO applications do overlap with interconnects, 
sensors, processors and imagers on the shortwave list--but there is a caveat about high-speed signal processing.  If we 
look at the available and projected LIO photodetectors and electrooptical modulators, we see that they have inherently 
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lower detectivity and lower speed capabilities than the corresponding shortwave devices.  This means that we would not 
choose LIO for ultrafast communication and computation. 

Now let’s highlight the most probable LIO applications. I have identified applications that require group IV 
waveguides on the chip, and applications that don’t need waveguides. The guided uses are:  (1)  Sensing chemical and 
biological molecules in a lab-on-a-chip, (2) Communicating securely over short distances using two on-chip LIO 
transceivers linked by an infrared specialty fiber, (3) Detecting weak longwave signals with a LIO heterodyne receiver 
that contains a local-oscillator laser—signals coming from space, as in astronomy.  The second group consists of (4) 
Imaging nearby targets “actively” using a LIO chip that combines a target illuminator with an image sensor, (5) Sensing 
or ranging nearby targets with a LIO chip that has a point sensor and light sources, (6) Sensing longwave images with 
the human eye using a longwave-to-visible image converter “cube”, (7) Generating infrared “scenes” in miniature with 
a LIO emitter-array chip that is intended to calibrate an off-chip imaging device. In application (4), edical diagnosing 
and threat warning are important. Application (5) would include multispectral LADAR, environmental monitoring and 
process control. 

 
4.  CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SIGNATURES AT LONGWAVE 

 
Identifying trace gases is an example of our LIO chem.-bio sensing. The fundamental vibrations of many important 
gases are found in the 3 to 14 μm spectral region with associated rotational-vibrational spectra as illustrated in Fig. 1.  
Rotational signatures are found at wavelengths in the Terahertz region, and we can see the complicated absorption lines 
of water vapor and other atmospheric constituents in the THz transmission diagram of Fig. 2 which shows narrow 
“windows” that might be used for communication within the 0.5 to 5 THz regime. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Vibration lines of significant trace gases within the 3 to 14 μm wavelength range. 
 

       
Fig. 2.  Infrared transmission of the atmosphere over the 0.5 to 5 THz frequency range. 
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5.  LONGWAVE COMPONENTS AND THEIR INTEGRATION 
 

Before I present specific chip designs, I would like to discuss the possibilities for key components such as waveguides, 
laser sources, detectors and wavelength-division demultiplexers. 

a. Waveguides:  Because SOI is not viable beyond 3.6 μm due to the SiO2 absorption1, other kinds of 
longwave guides must be developed1.  Some credible possibilities are: the silicon membrane,  the Ge membrane, 
undercut SOI, undercut GeOI, the Ge-on-Si heterostructure, the calchogenide-on-Si heterostructure3, the hollow 
waveguides1, the aymmetric composite surface-plasmon waveguide and the metal-semiconductor-metal plasmon 
waveguide4 .  Membrane refers to a suspended slab Si or Ge (usually containing a ridge structure) that is clad below and 
above by air.  Figure 3 illustrates the “undercut” SOI waveguide which is equivalent to a membrane.   

          
Fig. 3.  Undercut SOI strip waveguide with the buried SiO2 layer etched away locally under 

the silicon rib: (a) solid rib, (b) slotted rib. 
 
The slotted silicon rib has the feature of very high electric fields within the air slot.  If the slot is filled with a gas to be 
tested, the high fields offer added sensitivity to the waveguided sensor device. As discussed earlier1, intrinsic crytal Si 
has less than 2 dB/cm propagation loss from 1.2  to 8.0 μm and from 24 to 200 μm. In addition, the Si loss is less than 
13 db/cm over 8.0 to 24 μm, apart from a 39 dB/cm spike at 16.1 μm.  These numbers apply to undercut SOI and to the 
Si membrane.  Intrinsic Ge has less than 2 dB/cm loss from 1.9 to 16.8 μm and from 140 to 200 μm.  In addition, the Ge 
loss is less than 17 dB/cm from 1.9 to  23 μm and from 42 to 200 μm-- and all of these Ge numbers apply to undercut 
GeOI and to the Ge membrane.  The index difference between crystal Ge and crystal Si is  approximately 0.6 across the 
 

                             
Fig. 4.  Ge/Si heterostructure longwave channel waveguide: (a) on bulk Si, (b) on SOI. 
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1.6 to 200 μm range, and the art of growing Ge upon Si is now well known (the dislocations are pinned mainly at the 
Ge/Si interface while the Ge film itself has good crystallinity). For those reasons, the Ge strip upon Si illustrated in Fig. 
4(a) looks like a very good candidate for longwave waveguiding.  Because most of the fundamental mode will be in Ge, 
with small fringing into the underlying Si,  the spectral ranges in which the Ge/Si heteroguide offers high transmission 
will be quite similar to those of the above-mentioned Ge rib-membrane waveguide.  Also, the Ge-upon-SOI waveguide 
of Fig. 4(b) will perform much like Ge/Si. It is indeed feasible to make low-loss chalcogenide waveguides on Si, but 
that is not an all-group IV solution, and that’s why I do not gravitate towards it. 

b.  One chip or two? One chip of silicon is the preferred embodiment of the LIO system (or subsystem).  An 
alternate scenario is to put the system on two chips: one for the optoelectronic network and the other for the light 
source(s). The two-chip solution is not ideal but will be necessary in cases where the source is too “hot” literally or 
figuratively.. Note that the light source on chip #2 could be either the primary laser or a shorter-wave laser “pump” that 
excites longwave Raman lasers and amplifiers located on chip #1. 

c.  The issue of cryogenic cooling: As the wavelength of operation moves beyond 10 μm towards 200 μm, the 
need for cryogenic cooling of sources and detectors becomes more urgent.  However, cryo cooling of LIO should be 
avoided if at all possible.  Uncooled operation is ideal.  Generally, the strategy for obtaining room temperature operation 
is to sacrifice performance for the sake of 300K.  For example, an uncooled microbolometer could serve instead of a 
cryo-cooled QWIP, albeit at 10x to 100x-reduced detectivity.  A laser running CW at 77K might operate at 300K when 
pulsed. 

d.  Monolithic integration:  Lasers, amplifiers, detectors, modulators and switches made entirely of Group IV 
materials are "factory compatible" or “monolithic” as desired for silicon LIO.  Work on monolithic SiGe/Si quantum 
cascade emitters has been successful, both at ~10 μm and ~100 μm, but lasing has not been shown yet.  This laser quest 
continues at the University of Glasgow and the University of Leeds.  The stumbling blocks for monolithic lasing seem 
to be low gain and the "immaturity" of SiGe materials epitaxy. However, the new tin-containing-alloy heterostructures 
offer brighter prospects than SiGe for IV-IV lasing. The Si-based GeSn/SiGeSn and Ge/SiGeSn heterostructures offer 
higher gain, less strain, larger design space and more favorable band structure5.   A promising design for a strain-free 
Ge/SiGeSn QCL grown upon SiGeSn-buffered Si was published recently6, and since the research investment in SiGeSn 
structures is growing, I think we will witness SiGeSn  band-to-band lasing at 2 to 5 μm, and intersubband lasing at ~50 
μm during the next five years. 

e.  Hybrid integration: While we are waiting for monolithic IV-IV lasers and sensors to emerge, what is the 
most expedient way to attain on-chip LIO semiconductor light sources and detectors?  The answer is hybrid or  

                        
 
Fig. 5. End view: SOI-based quantum-cascade laser in Ge/Si waveguide. The hybrid-integrated III-V QCL gain 
structure is bonded to the Ge/Si waveguide network for evanescent coupling of MWQ gain to the Ge resonator. 
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heterogeneous integration of III-V or II-VI devices on group IV waveguide networks.  Examples of III-V sensors and 
sources relevant to LIO are MQW photodetectors, type II interband cascades and QCLs. I would integrate the cascades 
in LIO using a technique similar to that developed by John Bower’s group. Here, the bottom n-type layer of the n-i-n 
QCL would be specially thinned to facilitate strong “leakage” of IR into the underlying Ge strip, as illustrated the Fig.-5 
end-view of the device--which shows the central Ge wavguide and the outer Ge supports. The FP or DFB laser cavity is 
defined in Ge.  Looking at the longwave mode profile within the composite guide of  Fig, 5, about 80 % of the 
fundamental mode is in Ge. The mode overlap with the III-V gain hetero-region is about 20 %, and the overlap factor 
with the high-gain multiple quantum wells is about 5 %, adequate for long-wave lasing. 

c.  Photodetectors:  As in the case of lasers, hybrid integration of longwave II-VI or III-V photodiodes on 
group IV--such as GaAs/AlGaAs QWIPs evanescently coupled to Ge/Si—is  good approach..  The problem here is that 
QWIPs and Schottky diodes have greatly reduced (unusable?) sensitivity at 300K. However, there are several types of 
viable uncooled bolometric detectors that are monolithically integrateable on silicon.  In the cases where  the chip 
requires higher detectivity, then the LIO chip with hybrid-integrated detectors could be mounted in a closed-cycle 
cooler. 

f.  Micro-photonic convergence:  In my review articles on silicon photonics7,8, I describe the new 
convergence of plasmon optics, photonic crystals, and nano-photonics—meaning that these structures can co-exist, 
combine, couple to each other and compliment each other in their functioning.  I believe these techniques can converge 
synergyistically at long wavelengths to advance the capabilities of micrometer-scale opto-electronics. 

g.  Plasmonics:  Longwave plasmonics is a rather new endeavor.  The term refers here to group IV 
semiconductors  combined with metals or doped semiconductors or silicides to form “composite” longwave components 
with sub-wavelength cross-section dimensions and unique physical properties.  Already, metal-semiconductor-metal 
and metal-semiconductor-dielectric waveguides are making useful contributions at 50 to 200 μm5, and I think that 
active-and-passive plasmonic-waveguided components will soon make important inroads into the 5 to 50 μm domain. In 
other words, I believe that the migration of integrated polaritonic structures from the near infrared into the 5 – 200 μm 
infrared will prove to be a new paradigm for plasmonics. 

h.  Photonic crystals:  These are readily scaleable to longer wavelengths where the lithography and dimension 
control become much easier.  In the far infrared “reststrahl” region of the III-V semiconductors, it is interesting that a 
practical 2D photonic crystal can be constructed from lattice-matched Si and GaP, or from Ge and GaAs9. 

i.  Amplifiers:  A novel 3.39 μm waveguided image amplifier was demonstrated in silicon by Bahram Jalali’s 
group10.  This uncooled optically pumped Raman device is probably extendable to longer wavelength operation. 
 

4. PROPOSED APPROACHES TO THE LONGWAVE LAB-ON-A-CHIP 
 

Before I propose waveguide layouts and components for the Lab, I would like to categorize the sensor according to its 
electrical readout and proximity to the chem./bio analyte.  Contact sensing means that the CB agent touches the chip. A 
second category is “remote” sensing (actually nearby standoff sensing) of CB material located several meters away 
from the lab-chip.  In the standoff case, we would probably use a small remote-sampling cell to collect light from 
excited molecules and send those photons back to the chip over a special infrared fiber. 

a. Electrical readout of sensor: There are three kinds of electrical readout of the lab: (1) local electrical 
signals coming directly off the chip, (2) near-infrared readout signals emitted by the chip and transmitted over a 
telecomm fiber to a receiving chip far away from the LIO, and (3) RF readout signals emitted by the chip into free space 
where those radio waves travel to a “distant” RF receiver chip that gives local electrical readout. We have illustrated 
these in Fig. 6. An essential aspect of Figs 6(b) and 6(c) is the integration of LIO with EPIC and the integration of LIO 
with RF—which is done for cost, weight, and power reasons.  Thus, in Fig 6(b), we want to construct within LIO a 1.55 
μm transceiver of the type developed on the DARPA EPIC program.  Then, as shown, a second EPIC provides the 
remote readout of LIO.  The RF wireless case is shown in Fig. 6(c) where we construct an RF transmitter upon LIO 
using, for example, Si or SiGe bipolar transistors that send microwave LIO-readouts to an antenna. A remotely located 
wireless chip picks up the LIO signals and provides a local readout as indicated. 

With regard to remote sensing of molecules, we could, for example, provide a  remote double-pass absorption 
chamber linked to LIO by an exotic (but currently available) longwave fiber as illustrated in Fig. 7.  A fairly flat 
spectrum of infrared is sent into the chamber.  The idea here is to have a partially open cylinder in which molecules 
congregate.  An internal mirror at the far end of the chamber reflects the longwave exciting light back towards the  
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Fig. 6.  Three kinds of electrical readout of a chem.-bio “contact” sensor: (a) local, 
(b) remote with fiber, (c) remote with RF wireless.  Chem-bio molecules shown by dots. 
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Fig. 7.  Remote sensing of C-B agents using a longwave fiber linked to the LIO Lab.                                                      
In lieu of this local readout, the readout can be remote with NIR fiber or RF wireless as in Fig. 6. 

 
collection fiber. The returned spectrum contains two encounters with the molecules.  For remote sensing (or two-way 
communication) using free-space transmission of the longwave “probe” beam, a surface grating on LIO will couple long 
waves in and out of the chip via the “telescope lens” shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8.  Remote sensing and/or duplex communication using free-space longwaves 
lens-coupled to the LIO chip via a surface-relief grating. 

 
b. Details of the Lab: There are several possibilities for the lab’s on-chip light source: a laser, a broad-

spectrum LED diode, a silicon black-body emitter and a multi-spectral laser array11. Most of the labs that I envision will 
perform some sort of longwave spectroscopy on-chip12,13.  The prime spectroscopic candidates (architectures) for this 
integrated LIO Lab are: the differential-absorptionspectrometer (DAS), the surface-enhanced Raman spectrometer,  the 
surface-plasmon interferometer sensor14, the fluorescence spectrometer, the photo-luminescence spectrometer, the laser-
photoacoustic spectrometer and the Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR). The above-mentioned DAS is 
usually a non-resonant device, although we can readily build resonant absorption structures on-chip for high sensitivity 
within a small spectral range as discussed in the Sensors section of Optics Express for November 27, 2007.  
 Figure 9 shows the proposed layout of a fully integrated optoelectronic DAS that employs a widely tunable 
laser.. The reference and signal photodiodes have broad response over that range.  An alternative to the Fig-9 laser is a 
“globar-like” broad-band source consisting of a resistance-heated silicon bar with a “textured” surface to enhance the 
blackbody-like emission in certain spectral bands15,16. (The silicon is micro-machined17,18 or macro-porous, as in a 
photonic crystal). This alternative Lab is shown in Fig. 10.  The blackbody (BB) source is located on a second chip in 
order to isolate the BB thermally and optically from the spectrometer chip.  In Fig. 10, we use two banks of broad 
microbolometers. Each microbolometer (μB) input is resonated via a waveguided microring to a different, narrow slice 
of the BB spectrum in order to detect features in that "bin".  The idea is to have the chem bio (CB) absorption lines 
overlap bins of the wavelength-multiplexed detectors.  To ensure that strong absorption takes place, long serpentine 
paths are again used, and the CB analytes flow inside a narrow slot of width λ/20 etched into the length of the folded 
Group IV waveguide. The high fields within the slot give intense interaction with the analyte.   

We should mention that there are alternatives to slot sampling. One method (not shown) is unguided micro-
fluidic delivery of analytes in an on-chip trench that cuts across waveguides. Another approach (not shown) is to flow 
analytes in contact with the exposed top (the evanescent mode tail) of a line-defect waveguide formed in a photonic 
crystal membrane. The PC guide is engineered for slow-light transmission so as to increase the interaction length. 
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Fig. 9.  Lab-on-a-chip: Top view of waveguided differential absorption spectrometer using a tunable on-chip source. 

The molecules being analyzed infiltrate the slot in the ”lengthy” Ge/Si (or undercut-SOI) strip waveguide. 
 

                          
 

Fig. 10.  Lab-on-two-chips: DAS similar to that in Fig. 10, except that the source is spectrally broad.  Two banks           
of longwave sensors detect discrete portions of the spectrum with the aid of resonant wavelength-drop filters. 
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Continuing on the theme of the "discretized" DAS raised in Fig. 10, a third type of lab-on-a-chip utilizes a 
wavelength-multiplexed laser array as the source, such as the 32 DFB-QCL array-on-an-InP-chip developed by Capasso 
and co-workers11, an array available for LIO by hybrid InP-on-Ge integration. This lab is illustrated in Fig. 11.   
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Fig. 11:   Lab-on-a-chip:  DAS with arrayed-laser wavelength-multiplexed source                                              
for discrete sampling of analyte absorption spectrum.                                                

 
For clarity, only four of 32 lasers are shown. The approach here is to take many samples of the CB spectral profile with 
the closely spaced laser lines.  

I believe that a waveguided LIO FTIR-on-a-chip that has no moving parts can be constructed as shown in Fig. 
12 where a separate blackbody source-on-a-chip is employed. The CB molecules, as illustrated, infuse the slot of an  

 

          
 

Fig. 12. Lab-on-two-chips: Waveguided FTIR with its on-chip CMOS computer.                                                          
Only four of the N unbalanced interferometers are shown 
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elongated waveguide whose output is sub-divided N-fold. Those “polychromatic” waveguides then feed in parallel a set 
of N progressively unbalanced MZIs as envisioned by Cheben et al (Fig. 3b of Ref. 19).  On-chip processing of the N-
fold detected Fourier waveforms would complete this FTIR system-and-readout 

I do not have space to discuss the other spectrometers mentioned above, except to comment briefly upon a 
technique for taking the spectra of individual molecules.  This would be done by placing a nano-scale metal antenna20 
on the output facet of a tunable QCL to concentrate its light into a ~ λ/40 region.  Then a flat, negative-index lens, quite 
adjacent to the metal, would focus that light to a ~ λ/40-diam spot in the CB sampling zone where the photons that pass 
through individual molecules would be collected at the nano-point of a tapered plasmonic waveguide (“transformer") 
that feeds the longwave detector.  Room-temperature bolometric detectors are discussed below. 
 

6.  NON-WAVEGUIDED LIO APPLICATIONS 
 
The illuminator/imager pair is the prime example of unguided LIO as illustrated in Fig. 13. This chip sends longwaves 
out to a nearby target and images the light reflected therefrom.  In Fig. 13, the longwave source is a surface-emitting 
laser or an array such of lasers for multi-spectral sensing.  In the near term, those III-V VCSELs would be hybrid 
integrated on Si. As before, there are cooled and uncooled scenarios.  If a cooled chip is acceptable, then the LIO imager 
can be any one of the well-known 2D focal-plane arrays (FPAs) hybrid-integrated on LIO; FPAs made of HgCdTe or 
InSb or GaAs/AlGaAs, etc. 
 

                         
Fig. 13  Illuminator-imager chip for bio-medical, ladar, and other applications. 

 
Uncooled microbolometers can play a role as the 2D FPA in Fig 13, or as point sensors in Figs. 9-12. 

Regarding the latter, the speed and sensitivity of state-of-the-art microbolometers are probably adequate for the point 
detectors in the foregoing Labs. The art of vanadium dioxide microbolometers-on-silicon is well known, and enhanced 
CMOS-factory-compatible microbolometers are coming on-stream now. For example, an innovative Si-based 
“controlled cantilever” microbolometer array is being developed at ImageSys21. Following their 2007 experimental 
validation of the operating principles, their early projections of performance include an uncooled NETD of less than one 
milliKelvin, irradiance dynamic range of four orders-of-magnitude, no requirement for thermoelectric temperature 
stabilization,  detection optimized for 8 to 20 µm, and frame rate capability up to 300Hz.  Speaking generally about 
microbolometers, the wavelength range of maximum detectivity is determined by the longwave absorption properties of 
the bolometer coating.  If a “gold black” film is deposited on the bolometer surface, the sensor’s spectral response can 
be maximized for whatever range desired (8 to 14 μm, 50 to 100 μm, etc) by adjusting the deposition parameters. 
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Another good example of “unguided” free-space LIO is the Longwave-to-Visible image converter cube shown 
in Fig. 14. which has an FPA on the input face and a reflective, low-power liquid crystal display on the output face of 
the silicon 3D microelectronic cube. The transistors in this thick-chip cube are integrated in the chip body in such a way 
that there is electrical access to the scanning voltages on both the front and back faces of the die.  Complicated, large-
scale computations are avoided by internal scanning of the FPA and LCD simultaneously with the same simple 
algorithm. 

 
 

Fig. 14.  Longwave-to-visible image converter cube.  Complicated algorithms are avoided                                              
by scanning the 2D imager array and 2D display-pixel array simultaneously in “electrical unison”. 

 
7.   CONCLUSION 

 
Longwave systems today are made of discrete components and various electronics chips; however, in principle, many of 
those systems can be foundry-integrated onto one or two silicon OE chips using hybrid integration, waveguiding and 
other techniques described in this paper.  When actualized, this optoelectronic integration will yield new capabilities 
and new applications on new platforms.  It will take ingenuity to realize this LIO vision, but the resulting savings in 
cost, size, weight and power will be worth the effort. 
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